
Case Former Options Option Definition When Option Should Be Used

Tape Cartridge Options

CaseLocker CAC50 2" Heavy Duty 2" wide tape cartridge that tapes up to 80  ft./min
When 2" tape  is being applied to a case without void. Spring 

adjustment allows taping of various strength cases.

CaseLocker CAC51 3" Heavy Duty 3" wide tape cartridge that tapes up to 80  ft./min
When 3" tape  is being applied to a case without void. Spring 

adjustment allows taping of various strength cases.

CaseLocker CAC60 2" 2" wide tape cartridge that tapes up to 100 ft./min

When 2" tape is being applied to a weak corrugated case. Light touch 

roller arm design requires minimal force which facilitates weak 

corrugated cases

CaseLocker CAC60H 2"
2" wide tape cartridge that tapes up to 155 ft./min with the capability to do 200 

ft./min
When the high speed  option is needed and 2" tape is applied to case

CaseLocker CAC61 3" 3" wide tape cartridge that tapes up to 100 ft./min

When 3" tape is being applied to a weak corrugated case. Light touch 

roller arm design requires minimal force which facilitates weak 

corrugated cases

CaseLocker CAC61H 3"
3" wide tape cartridge that tapes up to 155 ft./min with the capability to do 200 

ft./min

When the high speed  option is needed and 3" tape is applied to a 

case

Motor Options

NEMA 4 Electrics
1/3 HP (CF-25) or  1/2 HP (CF-50)  

50 or 60 Hrz 

Protects electrical components in a damp, humid, or wash-down 

environment

NEMA 12 Electrics
1/3 HP (CF-25) or  1/2 HP (CF-50)  

50 or 60 Hrz 
Protects electrical components in a dusty environment

Cold Room Package

Depending on the temperature, the cold room package may include a heater 

enclosure and an air dryer assembly or just an air dryer assembly. The package 

ensures that electronics and pneumatics function properly under colder ambient 

temperatures that may cause condensation

If Case Former is located in a cold environment with an ambient temp 

between 40° F and 33°F it will only require an air dryer assembly. 

Ambient temps of 32°F and below will include both the air dryer 

assembly and heater enclosure

Air Dryer For Pneumatic System 
Removes moisture from the air going into the machine. Includes water separator 

and fittings

A cold environment when there may be condensation build up, or a 

humid environment

Auto Central Lube System
feeds grease to all grease ports in machine. The lubrication frequency is 

adjustable and manually preset by the operator or maintenance team.
Saves time, more efficient, and ensures that all ports are greased

Operator Awareness Options

Low Hopper Alarm Stack light indicating that boxes are running low If there is not an operator present at the Case Former 

Low Tape Alarm Stack light indicating that tape is running low (bottom only) If there is not an operator present at the Case Former 

Box Jam Detector Stack light indicating that a box jam occurred If there is not an operator present at the Case Former 

Additional Options

Conveyor Height
Increases machine discharge height up to 32" to match existing conveyor height

When existing conveyors are higher than standard exit on machine

Mirror Image (CF-25 Only)
change case flow to left to right and operator controls. Hold down sled, tape 

head, main drives, box opening & hopper setting remain standard 

Depending on case former set up and location, cases may need to 

flow in opposite direction

Mirror Image (CF-50 Only) Changes flow of boxes to left to right and operator controls from operator side
Depending on case former set up and location, cases may need to 

flow in opposite direction

Spare Parts Kit A kit with a set list of recommended parts for repairing high wear items Best to buy at point of sale. Saves time on replacing high wear items

Caster System 
Adds an additional 5 3/4" (5/8" on CF-25) To machine height and includes 4 

casters (CF50 gets 8 casters)
Allows for easy transfer of case former from one location to another 

Extended Capacity Hopper
Doubles capacity of hopper from approximately 165 single wall RSC style 

containers to approximately 330

Cuts down the amount of time the case former is down to reload the 

hopper and runs more efficiently

High Speed Option CF-25 Only
Increases through-put speed from 10 cases per min up to 15 cases per min. Note: 

This Option Will Reduce The Case Size Range to 15” L x 12” W max
When more through-put is needed  to keep up with demand

High Speed Option CF-50 Only
Increases through-put speed from 14 cases per min up to 20 cases per min.  

Note: This Option Will Reduce The Case Size Range to 18” L x 12” W max
When more through-put is needed  to keep up with demand


